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Ready to magnetize, draw and attract clients to you?   
Getting clear on who your client is, what they struggle 
with, how you help is one part of the equation.   Knowing 
your income goal, your why, and your process is another 
part of the equation.  The final and most powerful piece is 
pulling that all together into a, for your eyes only, mission 
statement.

Follow the client attraction accelerator exercises below, 
and you will have marketing and ad copy content for years!

Client Attraction Accelerator
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Your Ideal Client - Day 1 (Let’s Draw Them In)

Let’s draw our ideal clients to us. 
For Day One -- draw a picture of your ideal client in the center of 
a page. Give her/him a name.
Around the picture write out details about her. 
Be specific. 
Is she married/single/widowed/divorced; 
how much money does she earn; 
what does she do for a living; 
how old is she; 
where does she live; 
where does she shop; 
what keeps her up at night; 
how does she deal with stress; 
what does she eat; 
where does she shop; 
what is her idea of a perfect day. 
Add in as much detail about her as you possibly can.

Day 2 (100 Ways You Solve/Serve Your Ideal Client)

Yesterday you created your ideal client avatar as a human. Today list 
a minimum of 100 ways your product or service helps solve their 
problems; why they love you and why now is the time for them to 
take action. 
You are going to love/hate this exercise. Stretch. Come out of your 
comfort zone. Reach for 100. Surpass 100 even.
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Day 3 (Her 100 Needs)

Now that you have 100 ways your service or product helps your ideal client, let’s 
get in her head a little bit. Actually, let’s get in her head a lot! Write a list of 100 
things in your clients words that she needs. That list should read like she is talking 
to her closest girlfriend and should include thoughts that keep her up at night. 

Once you have your clients 100 needs, it’s time to stretch:

List at least 10 thoughts that your client wouldn’t want ANYONE to know, including 
her closest girlfriend. 

(This exercise may be a stretch, and it is going to be a years worth of marketing 
copy and a kicka$$ webinar material by the time you are done.)

Day 4 (Your Money Mindset)

Take your time with this: 
1. List your monthly income goal and WHY this income goal is important to you. 

List as many reasons as possible. 
2. List qualifications of who your ideal client is. 
3. List traits of clients you do NOT want to work with.
4. Choose ONE very specific problem you solve. (yes, just one, and I know that 

difficult, but not to worry, it does not mean that you can only have one offer, 
but right now, we are concentrating on one) 

5. Outline the pain if this problem is not solved. 
6. Outline the pleasure that will be experienced when this problem is solved.

Print out a copy and place on your nightstand and a copy in your office or working 
area. Read that statement aloud (and with passion and conviction) a minimum of 2 

times a day. Let’s anchor this in.
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Day 5 (Your Process)

Now that you have listed the pleasure and the pain of your clients, 98% of your 
communication when you are looking to make a sale (especially high ticket sales) 
should center around the pleasure/pain. 

Not around your amazing process, or the certifications you have, or anything else like 
that. 98% should center around the pleasure and pain. 

When you communicate around the problem, like you are in their head, most people 
automatically assume you know how to solve it...this is where social proof isn’t even 
necessary, you know the problem, and your client will assume you have the solution, 
as long as you don’t start confusing everyone with process.   A confused mind never 
buys.

You however, do need to know the process for yourself. So for your eyes only, write 
down all the steps your client will have to go through on their journey with you. Take 
your time with this, brain dump all the different steps, and then take a look and see 
what can I combine, is this step really necessary, and eliminate anything that is not 
absolutely necessary and jot it all down in 6-8 major milestones, we are making this 
as lean as possible.

Day 6 - Mission Statement
Now let’s create your mission statement.  Please note this version of your mission statement is 
For Your Eyes Only.   Everything that is in [brackets] you can find the answer in Days 1-5 of 
this Marketing Gold and Mission Statement Blueprint.

“I help [group of people] solve (or achieve) [result/problem], so that [biggest benefits]. 
I only work with [group] who [list the most important 3 qualifications of your ideal 
client]. 

I absolutely REJECT clients who [and list down the most important 3 disqualifiers]. 
Without my help, these people will continue to [and write down 3 ways the problem 
shows up in your clients life]. 

This makes their life painful because [and list at least 3 more ways that this problem 
costs them (make this descriptive and vivid in their language)]. 

But, with my help these people will [write 3 ways your offer helps them] 
This benefits everything in their life because [write 3 more ways your offer helps them] 
The way I help them get this result is by [list your 6-8 milestones you created]
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*****READ THIS PRIOR TO MOVING ON TO NEXT PORTION OF YOUR 
MISSION STATEMENT -- now, i want you to read back what you wrote, and 
given the life-changing transformation you’re helping these clients achieve, 
what is your offer worth? Pick your initial price. NOW CONTINUE WITH 

YOUR MISSION STATEMENT *******

In exchange for helping my client achieve this transformation, my fee is just [price]

I close a minimum of (xx) clients per month and I earn at least $xxxxx per month for 
my services. 

I do this because (and list all the personal reasons that you have listed that this is 
your desired income goal). and now add any mantra’s or empowering beliefs you 
have to close this mission statement. An example, 

I believe God put me here to make a difference and my success is pre-ordained, 
because I am the best in the world at what I do.

Congrats! 
You have a gorgeous mission statement. Read it out loud 2x a day for as long as you 

have the offer you have based this mission statement around.

BONUS TIP -- this mission statement is for your eyes only. It is not what you 
are sharing with your clients. All of your potential client communication is the 
pleasure/pain communication. This is for you, to anchor in the importance and 
sacredness of who you help, and who you are!


